
THIS IS THE SECOND PART OF A TWO-

part article on the design, con-
struction and use of a simple,
inexpensive environmental
radon gas monitor that you can
build. It is called the beverage
can environmental radon
monitor or BERM because the
ionization chamber sensor is

3
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made from a readily available
aluminum beverage can. The

$ first part of this article ex-
c, plained radon and described
II” the construction of BERM’s

-z ionization chamber and ampli-
z fier circuitry
::
?

As was explained in the first

i? part of this article, most people

s are exposed to environmental
Lu radon in excess of the natural

rate because of the time they
66 spend indoors. The article ex-

plained what radon is, why it is
a health hazard, and the impor-
tance of knowing the level of
radon in the rooms of your
house where you spend most of
your time while indoors. It also
included the information
needed to build the ionization
chamber and its amplifier cir-
cuitry, and alternative circuits
for charging an internal high-
voltage capacitor  to 500 volts.

Th: se&nd part of this article
covers such subjects as calibra-
tion and the measurement of
events or rates. It offers alter-
native methods and circuitry
for performing these functions.

Counting techniques
To determine picoCuries  per

liter of activity it is necessary to

count the number of pulses over
a period of time, say an hour,
and determine the average
count per minute. It will be nec-
essary to divide this count by
the effective volume of the
chamber and factor in the effect
of radon daughters, which also
produce alpha ionizations, to
come up with an estimate of the
radon concentration.

Because this count is a ran-
dom process, any estimate is
meaningful only when accom-
panied with some indication of
nrobable error. This indication
of error includes the statistical
uncertainty of the count as well
as uncertainty in the volume of
the chamber and other factors.
Later in this article, formulas
will be given for the conversion







Radon progeny error
Refer to Fig.  9 .  The con-

version factor i, number of al-
pha emissions per radon atom,
has a theoretical value of 3 be-
cause, for every radon disin-
tegra t ion ,  two  more  a lpha
particles are emitted from pol-
onium 218 and polonium 214
(See ‘Ihble 1) under equilibrium
conditions.

As radon decays, the number
of progeny atoms increases un-
til their radioactive decay bal-
ances their rate of production.
After radon is introduced into
the chamber, the alpha produc-
tion rate will stabilize in about
two hours.

If the ionization chamber is
open to the air so that radon
and radon progeny can enter
the chamber freely, there is a
reading uncertainty caused by
their  unknown equil ibrium
state. Researchers have found
wide variations in the ratio of
short-lived daughter products
compared to radon in indoor
air.

This factor has been estimat-
ed to average 20 2 14 %. A sim-
ple progeny filter made from a
plastic or paper bag eliminates
this source of error. However,
even with a filter in place, radon
diffuses slowly through the pa-
per or plastic, and it might take
up to eight hours for the read-
ing to stabilize. The installation
of a simple BERM filter is de-
scribed later.

Rate meter error
Because rate meter gain is di-

rectly proportional to the power
supply voltage,  you should
know that the calibration shifts
with decreasing battery voltage.
The voltage of a typical 9-volt
battery will fall approximately
20% over its useful lifetime.
This has been found to permit
about three days of continuous
operation.

The rate meter, with a time
constant (RC)  of 1000 seconds,
has an uncertainty that  de-
pends on the rate r, assuming
the background rate is negligi-
ble, and as stated earlier, has a
? half-scale error. If the count is
accumulated by other means,
the statistical uncertainty in N
counts is ViV.

Summary of errors
The BERM has a total proba-

ble error of 2 25% plus a cal-
ibration drift caused by the
battery However, the total prob-
able error can be reduced to
about ? 13% under the follow-
ing conditions:
l A progeny filter is installed.
l A highly stable power supply
is in use.
l The BERM is calibrated
against a standard instrument
with a + 10% error.
l Background rate adjust-
ments have been made.

Application
The discussion on errors as-

sumes that the BERM is in equi-
librium with the surrounding
air. A number of factors affect
the time required for the BERM
to reach this equilibrium.

Filters
As discussed earlier, the in-

stallation of a simple radon pro-
geny filter will limit the particles
entering the ionization cham-
ber  to  radon .  F ind  a  po ly -
ethylene plastic bag sealed on
three sides that is large enough
to hold the ionization chamber.
Inflate it with air and tie it off at
the neck with several turns of a
wire tie. Observe the inflated
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Figure 6 ratemeter  circuit.Figure 6 ratemeter  circuit.
All resistors ars I&watt,  5%.All resistors are I&watt,  5%.
Rg-100,000 ohms, carbon com-R8-100,000 ohms, carbon com-

positionposition
RQ-100,000,000  ohms, carbonRQ-100,000,000  ohms, carbon

compositioncomposition
RlO,  R13-2,200  ohms, carbonRlO,  R13-2,200  ohms, carbon

compositioncomposition
RW--5O00 to 10,000, 15turn trim-RW--5O00 to 10,000, 15turn trim-

mermer
R12-100  ohms, E-turn trimmerR12-100  ohms, E-turn trimmer
CapacitorsCapacitors
(X-470 pF silvered mica, selectedC-70 pF silvered mica, selected

(see text)(see text)
CX-IO kF,  15volts,  aluminum elec-CX-IO kF,  15volts,  aluminum elec-

trolytic, radial-leaded, value test-trolytic, radial-leaded, value test-
ed (see text)ed (see text)

SemiconductorsSemiconductors
Q2-2N5566 dual JFEfQ2-2N5566 dual JFEf
D2, RB-diodes  formed fromD2, RB-diodes  formed from

2N2222  transistors2N2222  transistors
Other componentsOther components
MI-O to 2Of.A analog moving-coilMI-O to 2Of.A analog moving-coil

panel meter (see text)panel meter (see text)

bag over a period of about an
hour to make sure that it has no
pinhole leaks.

After  you are satisfied that the
bag is free of pinholes, open it
and place the ionization cham-
ber inside. Then inflate the bag
again and again tie it off with
several turns of the wire tie
around cable this time. Attempt
to hold as much air as possible
inside the bag while you tie it
off.

Response time
Theoretically, if a constant

concentration of radon could be
introduced into the chamber,
the alpha count rate would in-
crease over a few hours before
reaching a stable rate. Figure 9
is a mot of short-lived radon nro-
gen) dynamics, which affec’t al-
pha count ratio unti l  equi-
librium conditions are reached.
The BERM’s ionization cham-
ber will typically stabilize in a
few hours. The shortest time
constant of the rate meter is 17
minutes.

Background rate
Even when BERM is taken

outdoors where radon con-
centration is very low, it is likely
that there will be some alpha ac-
tivity in the chamber. It will be
caused by the materials in the
chamber itself as well by re-
sidual isotopes from the sur-
rounding air which have at-
tached themselves to the cham-
ber walls.

Because this background ac-
tivity is variable, it is advisable
to check the background rate
after cleaning the chamber.
This is done by discharging
high-voltage capacitor Cl and
f lush ing  the  chamber  wi th
clean outside air. If possible, al-
low the chamber to remain out-
doors for a day before perform-
ing the indoor measurement.

$
2

The background rate of the .$
chamber is typically 20 to 60 z
counts per hour. Use the net .g
c o u n t i n g  r a t e - g r o s s  i n d o o r  !
rate minus outdoor rate-to cal- 8
culate radon concentration. es- s
pecially if the rates are similar.

2.
z:

Making a measurement B
Although the BERM has an

assumed large scale factor or 69



calibration error. the instru-
ment is still sensitive enough to
detect even small amounts of
radon, perhaps only a few times
greater than that in outdoor air.
It has sufficient dUynamic  range
to remain linear up to several
hundred counts per minute.
Without a filter which improves
accur-acy but slows down its
measurement. the BERM can
be used anywhere in a house to
identify the highest levels of
radon concentration and the
conditions that cause that level.

Vibration effects
As stated in Part 1 of this arti-

c le ,  the BEKM’s  ioniza t ion
chamber is  a very sensit ive
vibration sensor that will also
respond to loud, low-frequency
noises. Be suspicious of any un-
usually high readings if the
chamber had just been inadver-
tently bumped against a solid
objet  t. After you have gained ex-
perience with BERM while it is
connected to an oscilloscope,
you will be able to see for your-
self  what level  of  vibration
causes false detections.

Natural background
You can modify the BERM so

that it will be capable of measur-
ing radon concentration in the
so i l .  To  do  th is  the  radon
monitor must be capable of
measuring up to 200 counts per
minute. This is done by replac-
ing resistor  R9 with one having
a value that is only 10 % of the
specified R9 value. Then:
l Place the ionization chamber
in the plastic filter bag as pre-
viously described. (In this test
the filter will act as a moisture
barrier. The BERM is insen-
sitive to changes in relative hu-
midity, but condensation can
provide a leakage path between
the cathode lining and ground.)
l Dig a hole about 15 inches
deep in dly ground.
l Place the bag-covered ioniza-
tion chamber at the bottom of
this hole to collect radon gas
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NOTE 1 Tl: ClRCUlT~BOARD  MOUNT-

FIG. 10-THIS FILTERED POWER SUPPLY can replace a 9-volt  transistor battery for
powering the radon monitor.

emitted from the soil and cover
it with an inverted bucket. Then
backfi l l  the soil  around the
bucket to act as a seal.

This test should show that
radon concentration in the
ground is at least 100 times
greater than that found in out-
door air. Compare the outdoor
readings with those measured
indoors with the same rate
meter. If you have been unable
to calibrate your BERM against
a professional instrument, the
readings taken in the ground
will act as a useful reference. f
the amount of radon collected
indoors is as much as IO % of

the level determined from the
soil test, ii is probable that a
radon hazard exists.

Line power circuit
If you want to experiment

with your BERM indoors or per-
form long-term testing, you
might want to power it from the
AC line rather than depend on
disposable 9-volt balterics. An
off-the-shelfAC-to-DC adaptor
is not suitable for this applica-
tion because it lacks the neces-
sary filtering lo eliminate noise
interference. The circuit shown
in Fig. 10 includes the neces-
sary filtering. 11


